SOLU T ION B RIEF

CentralSquare
Mobile Enterprise
Glanceable screen design, visual heads-up cues for hot hits, and drag-anddrop field population for faster report completion.

CentralSquare Mobile Enterprise keeps everyone in the know with tight
integration to your CAD and RMS. Responders get a bi-directional, real-time
connection to dispatch, command staff and partnering agencies – with a user
design that makes it easier to get what responders need. Respond efficiently with
historical information, alerts and intelligent mapping and further extend
convenience to your responders away from their vehicles with the Field Ops app
built for smartphones and tablets.

KEY SOLUTION BENEFITS
CentralSquare helps deliver end-to-end Mobile Enterprise solutions. Here are
main benefits of the solution:
• Responders spend more time in the community and less time behind a desk
• Real-time information including location, detection, and text messages can be
sent directly to a mobile device, keeping everyone informed
• Visual heads-up notification of hazards, warnings, unread comments and key
safety information allow responders to focus on the road
• Extend your CAD and Records data to your emergency vehicle and beyond

CUSTOMER/PARTNER QUOTE/MARKET REFERENCE
“The greatest improvement is
the fact that dispatchers can
now see exactly where officers
are located on a map and then
dispatch them by proximity.
Clearly this will reduce officer
response times, which will help
to clear traffic and save lives.”
– Scott Silsbee, Chief Information Officer,
California Highway Patrol

“San Diego’s topography is particularly challenging. Canyons and mountains
traverse our service area and make it difficult to coordinate multi-until responses.
Mobile Enterprise allows us to view a satellite overlay of the scene which provides
depth of detail that enables us to proactively dispatch the appropriate resource
for response, in addition to being able to view any access points for evacuations.”
– Susan Infantino, Communications Manager, San Diego Fire-Rescue.
“Mobile Enterprise empowers field personnel by putting the information they
need at their fingertips to better respond to calls and enhance officer and
public safety.”
– Lt. Robert Mills, Austin County, TX
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“We use the mobile product with approximately 150 MDT’s deployed in the field
among 50 different fire stations. It’s not just the ability of the first responders to
get the information quickly and accurately while they’re responding, but it’s also a
huge workload off of our dispatchers to know they don’t have to relay that
information over the radio where it may or may not have gotten picked up by
the responder. It’s a very helpful tool we have out in the field.”
– Jennifer Libby-Jones, Administrative Support Manager, North County Dispatch
JPA, CA

ABOUT CENTRALSQUARE TECHNOLOGIES
CentralSquare Technologies is an industry leader in public safety and public
administration software, serving over 8,000 organizations from the largest
metropolitan city to counties and towns of every size across North America.
CentralSquare’s broad, unified and agile software suite serves 3 in 4 citizens
across North America. The technology platform provides solutions for public
safety, including 911, computer-aided dispatch and records management. For
public administration agencies, CentralSquare provides software for finance,
human capital management, payroll, utility billing, asset management and
community development.

ABOUT NUTANIX
Nutanix makes infrastructure invisible, elevating IT to focus on the applications
and services that power their business. The Nutanix enterprise cloud platform
delivers the agility, pay-as-you-grow economics and operational simplicity of the
public cloud, without sacrificing the predictability, security and control of onpremises infrastructure. Nutanix solutions leverage web-scale engineering and
consumer-grade design to natively converge compute, virtualization and storage
into a resilient, software-defined solution that delivers any application at any
scale. Learn more at www.nutanix.com or follow us on Twitter @nutanix.
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